Leandersson Takes Marathon With 50,000 Persons Lining Route

SWEDISH CHAMPION FIRST BY 3 MINUTES

Leandersson, Fourth Straight Foreigner to Annex Boston Race, Timed in 2:31:50.8

MILLSROESE D'YRAGALL NEXT

White, Brooklyn Negro, Third — Kelley, Smith and Cole Then Follow in Order

By JOSEPH M. SHEEHAN

BOSTON, April 19 — Karl Gosta Leandersson, Sweden's 30-year-old champion, scored a runaway triumph in the fifth annual Boston Athletic Association marathon run today, as an estimated 350,000 spectators lined the 26.2-mile course to witness the marathoning of the Boston A. A. He was timed in 2:31:50.8. Leandersson was followed by the third finisher in the 2:32:00's, the Brooklyn Negro, Louis White, who claimed third place in the Boston A. A. 2:32:00's.

Leandersson has won the Boston race in the last four years.

Karl Gosta Leandersson of Sweden crossing the finish line after having covered the 26 miles at 385 yards in 2 hours 31 minutes and 58.8 seconds.
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BROOKLYN COLLEGE TOPS C. C. N., Y. 6

Beats Beavers First Time With 4-Runn Rally in the Eighth

Winning again in the sixth round, Nicholas Rosolimo, chess champion of France, took undisputed possession of the lead yesterday in the international masters chess tournament at Southsea, according to a report from London. Playing black, Rosolimo set up a Dutch defense against Dr. G. Friedman of London. The French king took the initiative at an early stage and outmaneuvered his opponent.

At the end of the game, Rosolimo had the advantage, and the game was adjourned for two days.

BROOKLYN COLLEGE TOPS C. C. N., Y. 6

Beats Beavers First Time With 4-Runn Rally in the Eighth

A four-run rally in the eighth inning enabled Brooklyn College to come from behind, defeat City College for the first time in five years, 6-4, at Flatbush field. It was Brooklyn's first start in the Metropolitan College League Baseball Conference, with the Beavers' league record now standing at three victories and two defeats.

City started Charlie Gerst, who was hit in the eighth and reached for singles by Bob O'Connor and Ed Millet. Stan Rosen came in and walked two batters before hitting batter Sten Perus, who was reached for the bases filled. Mike Petruino was wild and hit batterman Stan Perus walked. The bases were loaded. Mike Petruino pitched one. There the brief rally ended.

Division of the Seton Hall meet. Most of the schoolboy events are eligible for Friday's Sports Day, and the college events are slated for competition starting at 11 o'clock.

Wittenberg to Be Honored

Professor of the year. Brooklyn's four-year-old basketball wrestling champion, will receive gratitude at the third annual Seton Hall Re-lays to be conducted at Neumann (N. J.) City Stadium.

Running the anchor leg on Syracuse's 4-1 relay, Nick's blow to center sending home Prior. The next tally came after Vickers had reached first, but with Reichtl limiting the damage to a single, the pitcher drove Prior to third and then knocked the ball toward the center. Center Forder and Goles hit two doubles against the wire fence, but the ball, which was hit by both runners. W. Amer. was hit by both runners. W. Amer.

N. Y. U. IN 4-MILE RELAY
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For Hat's-ification it's the DOBBS at George-Molly's

MARSHALLEWS AND HATTIES

TOM BROADWAY AT 1106 W. NEW YORK STREET
Leaders at Finish of Marathon

By The Associated Press

A 36-year-old carpenter at the Swedish mountain farm, Karl Dahlen, who has won his national title twice but missed a third, the 1945 Olympic crown because of a hip injury, nearly completely dominated the race.

Pouaring through the early stages because of uncertainty as to whether or not he would have a fall on the ice during the last part of the winter, most of the other contestants in the early stages of the big, long-distance race were in a jam, just short of the ten-mile mark.

Already well in front of the other competitors, Leanderden kept widening the gap as the times, which are measured in minutes, rolled under foot.

By the time he entered the Newton Hills, he had apparently that Drygall had a chance to catch him and was nearly a half-mile behind when near the end of the leading bunch. Although the night drop became larger, his advantage continued to hold his margin on the side.

The delight of the dreams and spirits of the people of the city was never more visible than when the marathon ended. The people saw a man with a high position in the city, a man who had been in the Olympics a few times, and a man who had done his best to capture the title.
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He was the first man to cross the finish line, and he was followed by two others who had been in the Olympics, but he was the first to cross the finish line.
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